
Manufacturer SUPPLY Equestrian helmet Horse helmet
AU-H11

Description of lightweight equestrian helmets:
These lightweight, ventilated helmets are equipped with a dial adjustment that ensures a
 comfortable fit even for different head shapes. Our Aurora helmets are available in a ra
nge of sizes to fit male, female, and children riders.
High Density EPS material is imported from America, offer excellent shock resistance.
Accessories Helmets: Adjustable strap with quick coupling buckle; Adjusting the back of the
lock; Super comfortable pads;

Aurora horse riding Helmets are certified to the European EN 1384:2017 & VG1 by SGS.

Specification of fashion equestrian helmets:
Model No. H11
Material abdominal muscles Shell + Thanks to high density EPS, excellent shock absorption
Proposal Suede, Velvet, PU, Skin, 
vauses 17

Size / head circuit Size: 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61;

Lining One-piece removable and Can be washed in the washing machine lining
Color Pantone
Sample time 3-7. Working day
Moq 500 Pcs

Packaging detail
Internal package: O fabric Bag and O box
External package: 9 PC / Cardboard Carton Size: * 32 * 53.5 67 cm

stock photo of FASHION Riding Helmets:
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The progressive setting system allows HELMET perfectly and user-friendly fit on the
rider's head, which guarantees a major advantage in terms of safety and comfort of the
user with a 3 function.



Convenient and breathable velvet foam pads integrated with air mesh, ensures better
moisture and sweat releasing effect. Removable and washable structures lead to
maximum comfort and hygiene.



PackAning Information
Items in cardboard: 9 pcs / cardboard
Package size: Box Size: 67 * 31.5 52.5 cm
Total weight: 4.80 kg
Cover type: 1pcs / pp bag WHT color field, 9 DC on brown cardboard

Knowledge of head circumference R.Elegant helmet
identification:
European Head Mockups:
Oval helmet is designed for riders head with dimension that is in good condition for Europeans.
General head:
The generic block of the helmet is designed for rider head with dimension that is slightly longer than the
front rear measurement on the side.
Asian Head Mockup:
And helmet-shaped wheel is designed for riders for heads with dimension that is Condierably Suitable for
Asians.

Our Testing Laboratory:
Even if we take into account all the necessary elements that increase body structure in design, but we still
use professional equipment to manage all aspects of our product! Our advanced internal testing laboratory
was built according to EN1078, requirements EN397, EN12492, EN1384, VD1 CPSC, test specifications, etc.



Certificate:
Here is a certificate: ISO9001, we have a royal patent, CE documents, and we have our own laboratory,
which certainly our product can meet testing requirements



The production process is helmet as shown below:
SILK SCREEN →. PC Tools blister →. Production of PC blister →. Trimming dug a hole →. Raw materials for
different EPS density →. EPS in forming tools →. Helmet in the form of a workshop →. In the forming
machines →. In forming tools →. Production process in form →. Cast helmet semi-finished products →. IQC
Inspection →. Helmet, grinding →. Internal Padding Production →. Plastic injection equipment →. Assembly
line →.Interior marking →. packaging →. United Kingdom →. Installed counters.



Why did you choose us?
-Rone we have many benefits
Quality: with strict quality control and excellent products
OEM and ODM: We are able to provide OEM and ODM services for customers
R & D team: with team of professional and strong technical development
Price: We have our own production.CE lines, reduce price to minimum
Patent: Continuously introduce patented technology products
Service: Perfect After-Sales Service, So Satisfaction



We have more than 24 years of project experience, processing that we could only have your ideas with
true information you need, let us know what you want, and we start our hands form a decision as soon as
we got into the final confirmation of the design, we can do 3d Scanning and processing formation.



Express Shipment:
Internatioanl Express, air transport and maritime transport are also after agreement here! You can choose
all the possible transport you want, and we will try to help! We have already built long-term relationships
with different shipboards and shipping companies, all our efforts to focus on providing the best transport
experience! This will be easy to maintain a safe helmet all the time!




